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This is great:
German reporters ran an experiment to see what's
faster:
Sending 10GB of photos via the (painfully slow) internet
in the region. Or sending two horses with a DVD.
The horses won.

Daten von A nach B: Wer ist schneller - Pferd oder Internet?
In Schmallenberg-Oberkirchen hat das " WOLL -Magazin" ein ungewöhnliches
Wettrennen gestartet: Wer bringt die Dateien schneller ans Ziel: ein Pferd oder …
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Oh, and in case you're wondering why internet connections in Europe's
richest country are still so bad... We've got some answers for you:
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We spent the last four months digging into what at first seemed like a
simple question:
Why are internet connections in Germany so bad?
The story took us deep into Germany’s heartland — and more than once,
it made me go “What the…?”
Out now:
@dwnews
youtube.com/watch?v=_jIUFd…
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In fairness, isn't this a couple of years old? I remember it from before I
moved to France last year!
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Not a couple of years, but from December. (Fair point, though.)
But based on our research, I can tell you that the situation hasn't
significantly improved during the last 9 months in many regions like that.
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This remind me of Google dilemma with "space data" :
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FedEx still faster than the internet | Pingdom
When you need to transfer very large amounts of data over the internet,
sooner or later you will hit a limit where it will actually be faster to sen…
pingdom.com
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